CIPA Declaration of Concentration

Name ________________________________ Date __________________

Cornell ID# __________________________ E-Mail __________________________

Chosen Area of Concentration: (Please check one from the list below.)

_____ Environmental Policy
_____ Economic and Financial Policy
_____ Administration, Politics, and Policy Studies
_____ Human Rights and Social Justice
_____ International Development Studies
_____ Public and Nonprofit Management
_____ Science, Technology and Infrastructure Policy
_____ Social Policy

Study Plan and Objectives: Please list the concentration coursework you intend to take to fulfill the requirements for your concentration. ATTACH A ONE-PAGE STATEMENT OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR CHOOSING THIS CONCENTRATION, AND SOME RATIONALE FOR COMBINING THE SET OF COURSES BELOW INTO A CONCENTRATION.

This statement is a very important opportunity for your self-reflection as you carefully consider what you hope to do in your future and the career you will pursue upon completing your MPA.

1. ____________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________
4. ____________________________________________
5. ____________________________________________

Anticipated Graduation Date (Semester/Year): ______________________

Academic Advisor's Concurrence: ____________________________________________

(signed)

Date: ________________________________

Fellows: This form is to be completed and submitted to the CIPA Office by the beginning of the second semester in the MPA program.